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Front

Rear

1 - Mellon Adjusting Ring

adjusts the tension of die eyepiece swivel.

11 Amph9

accessory input provides +/-, liz, and camera DM functions.

2 -lise Measure Stud

holds tape measure at film plane.

12 - Manual Iris Lever

controls CCD iris operation.

3 - Lateral lock Knob

locks the lateral position of the viewfinder.

13- Inuit

connects CCD head to the CCD control unit.

4 - Eyepiece Lock Ring

fastens Interchangeable standard and extension finders.

14 - Magnetic Drive

provides magnetic magazine coupling,

5 - Eyepiece Shutter

blocks light when operator's eye is away from the finder.

15 - Mag Release Lever

releases the magazine for removal.

6 .11cantspliner Access Cap

covers the port which accesses the beamsplitter adjustment screw.

16- flattery Lock Screw

fastens the on-board battery to the camera body.

7 - Body Runffest Switch

provides camera run and half (none inching.

17 - Camera Fuse

protects the body front excessive current and reverse polarity.

8- CCD Cover

accesses the CCD head.

18 - X L114

main power input for on-board battery or other I 2V power source.

9 - Anton Lens Port

standard mounting system for XTRphts.

19 - Speed Dial

adjusts the crystal sync speeds of the body.

allows for comfortable handheld operation.

20 - Lemo6

accessory input provides +1- and camera run functions.

10 - Wooden !tendrils
10 System Features and Controls
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LCD Control Panel •• Quick Reference

Desired Functionkg. ; Body Configuration

What To Do

, The initialized,
• meg on or off camera '

Show AatonCode

1

Count remaining lootagegtre
.;
v^fttli

Meg On camera,
'

Count In feet or mete

Meg on camera ;
Meg
• " •

• ,, Default mode; automatically
• displayed when camera Is not running
Set on/oft switch 10 RIM 01 DM
. .

••

• • Press all three buttons simultaneously

Meg on camera

; Reset footage lull loadp

igfa
EtA

Press buttons 1 & 3 simultaneously

/;••

Reset rootage. shod endM
:

Meg on camera

.

..

Mag off camera '

Show AM knob eefflqg
r,oi,
t, Read battery wisp,
1

,,oi

I

' Read Garners speed,44

•

,

A tI

'

:

Press buttons 1 & 2 simultaneously

t

' ' • ;at, 1.1.1114 I

, Meg on or off camera

t

Show AalonCode lawn. 4,,,,,i ,
, , . . 1, ,IiraIIii i" •

Set on/off switch to Test position ,

I
,L

',

Press button 3

'i

✓ETS
E
E

•

Map on or off camera

Set on/off switch to Run position,
Press button 2

Mag on or off MOM

S01 OIVOlf switch to Test position,
Press button 2 it I 7

LED indicators-Quick Reference
••.'

Statue

Indicator •

. 27 fif 't 'fl

Test
..Camera
,

I

'4'

Slinking red diode, • ,
(long on, shod off) '

1

's f',",

'iM1

Camera Run
- •

Where to Find

i

Leh and right outside of body . . .
and in the viewfinder
'
•

/

.:71

.

Solid yellow diode only; •
1411 and right outside of body'
'
Ughtmeter !lashes once per fool/meter , in the viewfinder
!

'

Et:A
lEirS
EinS

I

a.

Low battery

flashing red diode,
; ;, . ;
(same duration on, off) ': ' •

.

.,
Pre end-01-111m ••
(10 feet remaining end itits)I?
End-of-aim •

s'i

'

'I. (' \il
10
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, Left and tight outside of body
and in the viewfinder

Faster flashing Ughtmeter display, '
(2-3 times / ascend) . • ••

In the viewfinder, '
(if lightmeter is turned on)

Alternately hashing display

In the viewfinder, •I
(with lightmeter on or off) '

Etre
Efra
Ete
E ;re

2.2 Attaching the Extension Finder
In order to use an extension finder on the XTRplus, the standard
eyepiece must first he removed. To remove the eyepiece, locate
4(1) the Peebles Prim
the eyepiece lock ring, marked A in the photo below. Rotate
I Inman podia a hey al- 1 counter-clockwise until the ring reaches its stop and gently pull
edible uprigN Image. Be Mal revelbidel
'off the eyepiece. To install the extension finder, locate the prokaporeef a scion pdsm numbly,
truding guide pin on the seat of the viewfinder and align the pin
which le nada coughed of tee Wigwag
with the hole in the flange of the finder. Mate the flange to the
pawns sawlelehed Whether On SOO*
viewlinden, depeodirai on the manatee . seat of the viewfinder and tighten the lock ring until it is set firmly in place. During this procedure, you will notice that the extenor this Om, Mallon dile eyepiece a lull
360' tall rause Os linage in Oa Rader Ili
sion finder needs to face 180° away front the operator's eye to be
shill siciay WOO.
installed onto the viewfinder. Because of its optical construction,
this is completely normal. After installation, rotate the finder
Trier Caching an extension Ileav U In
1800 to regular viewing position.
Image in the Wei appear to tsyi Weed,
garnet
slightly,
linee 360•and choose '
pielwred =Wed Wept
2.3 Viewfinder Tension Adjustments
The large knurled knob at the base of the left/right lateral movement point (it) locks the lateral positioning.
The friction adjusting ring, located behind the eyepiece lock ring,
can be used to adjust the tension oilhe eyepiece swivel, depending on the operator's preference and the viewfinder being used.
When using the standard eyepiece, tension should be relatively
light to allow for movement with a moderate amount of pressure,
When using the standard extension finder, tension should he
increased to hold the additional weight of this finder in plaice.

To adjust the tension of the swivel, loosen the steel knurled screw
(c) located on the friction adjusting ring. Bold the eyepice in
place, rotate the adjusting ring slightly and mashie° the screw;
1/8 of a turn, at first, will have an effect. To increase tension of
the eyepiece swivel, rotate the adjusting ring clockwise; to
decrease the tension, rotate the adjusting ring counter-clockwise.

2.4 Adjusting the Diopter
Before shooting, the diopter setting of the viewfinder should be
adjusted to the operator's eye. To set the diopter, locate the
diopter set ring (I)) in from of the carrying handle at the top of
the viewfinder, and loosen the small knurled knob. Look through
the viewfinder, rotate the diopter set ring until the edge of the
cross-hair is at its sharpest point and retighten the knob. It is recommended that, for easiest setting, this adjustment be performed
with the port cover off and no lens on the camera.
Notice that the diopter set ring is engraved with numbers and
dots - use this reference to quickly recall your particular setting
when more than one person will be looking through the viewfinder.
The range of the (homer setting is + or - 1 If file range does aunt
reach your particular ditipter setting, the viewfinder optics can
quickly he adjusted by a qualified technician and the (Winer
range reset to meet your needs.
If a corrective lens is required, one can be fitted in the recessed
area of the eyecup ring of both the standard eyepiece and the
extension tinder. This area of the eyecup ring can also be used to
hold an anti-mist glass.

2.5 The Eyepiece Shutter
lo order to aViiid unwanted light seepage through the Viewl
the eyepiece shutter must be closed any lime the camera is running film and the operator's eye is away from the iiiewlintler.
To close die eyepiece shutter on the standard bellows eyepiece,
giasp the robber ring at the base of the eyecup and rotate 1/8 of a
IBM counterclockwise. On the extension finder and the old style
111 The Camera Body
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Film Gate and Pulldown Claw
4.1 Co-planar Movement

Irt

All Anton cameras, including the XTRpfus, incorporate a patented means of advancing the film called a co-planar claw movement. By utilizing this technique, Amon is able to achieve an
ultra-precise pulldown with a minimal number of moving parts.
The co-planar concept is the key to the Camera's low-noise operation.

I

The film gate also features a side pressure bar which is recessed
into the claw-side rail at the point of image exposure to assure
maximum lateral stability.

I Magazine

L_

This unique, straight forward mechanism design results in horizontal and lateral film registration that is superior to all other
lamin camera movements with an accuracy of 1/2000 of the
Image dimensions.

E HA
4.2 The Hair-Free Gate
In most Ihnun camera designs, there is a certain amount of film
dust (also referred to as fluff or hair) that is generated as film
rolls through the magazine and enters the camera gate. Because
the gate and pulldown are the areas where the film must be held
most rigidly, these are also the areas where most of the accumulating film dust tends to be deposited. Thc result could be a visible hair in the picture area and an unuseablc shot.
Anton has taken steps in the design of their magazines and gate
assembly to ensure hair and dust-free images. The Aaton magazine features a twistless film path with little sprocket contact,
which minimizes the amount of Min dust that builds up before
entry into the aperture area. Whatever dust does accumulate is
filtered through the gide area quickly and efficiently. This is
attributed to the design of the gate itself, which features recessed
channels on the far edges of the Ii tin path and which does not
require the use of a polished frame around the aperture opening
to keep images in focus.

4.3 Cleaning the Gate
In order to avoid film dust buildup in the recessed channels of
the gate, the gate should be inspected during magazine changes
and cleaned every three to four mass if the shooting schedule
permits. Refer to the Clea
g chapter for more detailed
information.

E
IE±TA
Elr-A
1E% A
Et:A
EL-A

The AfliOn Magazine holds 400ft (I22m) of standard ihnstsi or
Superla film Shooting at 2410s, a 400f1 roll utah run for I0.5
minutes; shooting JO fps, the same roll will ran for approximately 9 minutes. The coaxial design of the magazine allows for tomplete self-contained threading, quick snag changes and ii nuninuih
autumn of loading to be performed in the changing bag. bunting
the magazine is a simple gyration that, with practice can be performed in a little over a minute. Refer to the Magazine chapter
of this manual for complete details on loading and caring fin.
magazines.

5.1 Installing the Magazine

ilie illS13111 nag design allows for instantaneous switching
between mags on the set. To install the magazine on the Cattle 2a,
situate yourself towards the rear motor side of the camera body,
If the aperture cover plate is on, remove it Place your left hand
around the front of the camera just underneath the lens area.
Grasp the magazine firmly with your right hand below the midway point of its rear. While holding the camera body witlt your
left hand, guide the magazine along the base of the camera into
the aperture area Make sure that the top edge of the throat of the
magazine is parallel to Om carrying handle of the camera as you
guide the Inag in place. Push firmly and evenly until you lerl
and hear the magazine snap into place.

gr-A
22
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Get into the habit of carrying a standard XLR4 powercable in
Your package in case an alternative power source is needed.
Regarding AC power supplies, it is recommended that the unit
you use be at least 4 amps and 25 watts. Before connecting ally
' non-standard source, always make sure that the pin configuration
of the unit is correct. See the Technical Specifications chapter
of this manual for details for proper wiring.

will increase mechanism wear, increase noise and compromise
image registration. Anton urges to avoid such usage at all cost
and will not be responsible for the resulting damage that may
occur. This top speed cap of 75 fps has been designated by
Amon beeilliSe ii is the level at which the camera call run safely
without any adverse effect on its mechanics.

7.3 Electronic Inching
The inching function of the MOM( is accomplished electronktdly
and can be accessed in a Milliber of ways.

Motor

7
The tri-phase Mariam motor design of the XTRplus proritks low
power consumption and bnproved stability at high speeds. The
body is capable of speeds between 3 and 75 fps with a standard
12V tummy.

7.1 Camera Speeds

From the lady
The large run/test switch on
the motor side of the body, not
only runs the camera, but
provides half frame inching for
gate inspection, ligbimeter
functions and loop situating
when installing a fresh Milp.

The XTRphts provides dial-in crystal speeds of 6, 12, 20, 24, 25,
29.97, 30, 48, 50, 60, 75. With the use of a external speed control, any speed between 3 and 75 in .001 frame increments can be
achieved.

From the Handgrip
The wooden handgrip switch,
by way of the Leino2 connector, provides Camera run and
full frame inching for single
frame operation and loop

The speed dial is located at the rear of the camera base towards
the battery side. As a precaution, if the speed is adjusted while
the camera is running, the change will not take place mull the
next camera start.

7.2 Using an External Speed Control
When using an external speed control, the camera's speed dial
must be set to ext. If a speed control is connected and the speed
dial is not set to ext, the camera will mu at the speed indicated on
the dial.
Keep in mind that, with certain manufacturer's speed controls, it
may he possible to run the camera at speeds higher than the 75
fps factory limitation. Overcranking in such a way, however,

From a Remote Cable
The Lemo2 connector, as well
as the Lemo6 and Amph9
accessory connectors, provide
the capability of using a remote
on/off with either it half-frame
or full-frame inching function.

p The earn" Body
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9.4 Testing and Adjusting the Meter

9.5 Turning the Lightmeter Off

If you are operating the lightmeter for test purposes, don't forget

If the light meter is not being used, it may he turned oil The
on/off toggle switch is It
on the operators side to the tell of

10 have film in the gate before taking a reading.

the motor. Keep in mind, the red diode indicator and end-of-19m
warnings will function whether the display is on or off.
The following is the procedure for checking and adjusting the
sensitivity reading of the lightmeter
1 - Evenly light a standard 18% grey card.
2 - With ft loaded magazine and lens on the camera, frame the
chart so that it completely fills the Super16 frame.
„

.....

4

3 - With a properly calibrated handheld lightmeter, take a reading
of the grey surface and set the T stop of the lens accordingly,

Adjustment TIpa
White adjusting IN swatUaly
IN apeman, you nth Mel to use '
yew (Wed re. ol the &Ow leo*
days leo cattly lot Want II to, ass
ate Inv pants to wombat:
• Beata the Inge Is SOS wItaaa
the vlettlintlet In plata, pet adjuslmeats
wilt Inavt Who °Mesas atedlon Pan
,•
son livatoh the flatlet.
.Slrat.arnSlp.O.iilNidflES.
hough this opening. nakI00 slensallal
-• Inaccuale by IA to 2/3 al I slop.
Thereof., we um IN died eta el Oro . .1
display Is &MOP the number el clerks
.adwsted. Aaays clad psur SI Idlest' Inger/11h No verified*: helm.

4 - Switch the camera to rim or test position and check the position of the darkened diode. lithe center green diode is darkened,
the content's lightmeter is set correctly. If the darkened diode is
to the left or right, it is possible to adjust its reading.

5 - To access the lightmeter potentiometer, remove the complete

AatonCode

10
As a standard feature, the XTRpfus is equipped with the capability of recording AmonCode in-camera lime. 'Mimi& information is exposed onto the Elm by means of seven micro-diodes,
which are relayed, by means of fiber optics, into the gate above
the claw to the right of the aperture opening. These micro-diodes
flash rapidly to form the code as the film rolls through the gate
between exposures.
Because the Anton timecode system is completely self-contained
in the camera body, any XTR-compatible allowable DA style)
can be used on cameras recording AatonCode.

viewfinder by means of the four screws which mount it to the
front housing. Locate the hole between the two viewfinder
screwholes on the top motor side • if the front housing. The white
potentiometer will be visible within this hole.
6- With a small screwdriver, adjust the potentiometer slightly;
1/8 of a turn will have an effect. Rotating clockwise will correct
an overexposure and move the darkened diode to the left; rotating counterclockwise will correct an underexposure.
7- In order to check your adjustment, replace the viewfinder,

lighten the four screws and repeat the procedure from step 4.
When the reading through the camera matches your handheld
meter, the adjustment is complete.

30 The Camera Body
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LED Indicators

The XTRitins uses six wain connectors for power and accessory
hand. Following is a detailed list of the location and main functions of each.

12.1 Camera Test Indicator

13.1 XLR4 - Power In
The X1.144 connector, located on the bottom of the NIX panel, is

12.2 Camera Run indicator
A solid yellow diode on the sides of the camera, with the absence
of a red diode indicates that the camera is running and receiving
an acceptable voltage (10-14V).

12.3 Low Battery Indicator
li the yellow diode is accompanied by an evenly flashing red
diode (sante duration on and off), this indicates that the camera is
receiving a voltage of 10V or below and that sync will soon be
lost (within 5 minutes of camera run time) The flashing red
diode alone will also be activated in the viewfinder.
When the input voltage reaches a level too low to not the camera
at crystal speed, the body will automatically shut off.

12.4 End-of Film Warning Sequence

the *loan dannaran
canna a ow) LCD 04141 dwirne
Bobo lo Made St ponnolghn and
I end-onn warnings. foe thBoranno I
to it wan and useful, Sit essential
MI Itt Ogaal bola Cant, Swami,/
tel stoat kg toll. and as a shod anoa
It loaded.

The lightmeter display features pre-end-of-film and end-of-film
warnings for the operator.
Under normal operation, the lightmeter display will flash once
for every foot or meter that is counted down. When the footage
counter on the LCD display counts down to 10 feet remaining.
the display will flush more rapidly, at a frequency of about 2-3
times per second. Keep in mind, the pre-end-of-film warning
will only operate if the lightmeter display is turned on.
When the counter reaches zero, the left and right sides of the
display will alternately flash, ithlicoling the end of a roll. The
end-of-film warning will function whether the light meter display
is on or off.

34 The Camera Body
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Connectors

The XTRplus utilizes LED indicators in three locations to convey
infinnunion: in the viewfinder and on both left and right outsickle of the camera body.

A blinking red diode (long on, short off) is activated in all three
locations when the camera is in test position. On the outside of
the body, this will be accompanied by a solid yellow diode.

Inswing on AccUrote
End-of-Film Waning I

E
E —4

the Wahl power input. It is designed to accept a standard onboard battery or an XL144 powercahle to another power source
such as a battery belt, block or AC power supply.

13.2 Amph9 - Accessory Input
The Amph9 connector, lowed at the lop of the PBX panel, is
one of two main accessory connections on the XTRphts and
provides 41-, liz, and camera mdoff. It is designed to accept u
crystal speed control as its main input hut will power any accessory (such as power zoom) and provide remote onfoll control
as well.
•
In the instances where the video assist VR42 or VR46 is used.
the CCD ci wind unit is plugged directly into Amph9 and a duplicate Amph9 connector is provided On the side of the control unit
near the CCD on/off switch.

13.3 Lemo14 - CCD Assist
The I gmol4 connector, located directly underneath the Ampl0
connector on the PBX panel, mates the CCD head assembly to
the CCD control unit When the CCD conroil unit is fastened to
the body, it connects to the Letuol4 and the Amph9 (described
above).
Keep in mind that this connector can only be used for CCD
assist: if the CCD head is not installed in a particular XTRplus
body, the Letno14 will not be present and a black plug or blank
plate will seal the connector port.

13.4 Lemo6 - Accessory input
The Lemo6 connector, located on the battery side at the rear of
the base, is the second of two main accessory connections on the
In Comma Body 35

•
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14.3 Positioning the Beamsplitter
The beamsplitter adjustment screw is located underneath a small,
capped port on the battery side of the camera. To access the
bcamsplitter, unscrew and remove this silver cap. A Limn alien
head adjustment screw will be visible through the opening. With
an alien wrench, gently rotate the adjustment screw ;pm oximately 30 turns hi the desired directitin to position or felOtei the
beunisplitter.

4.

▪

14.4 The Beamsplitter Axis Adjustment
The beanisplimi
Med so weenier the at
assist image when switching between lb and Super16 formats. If
die ('CI) image on your monitor appears off to one side, the
angle of the beamspliger must be adjusted.

T4

ET

ET 1-4
[

'a

The heamsplitter axis adjustment is located to the above/right of
the aperture and consists of an alien screw within a slot. A red
dot to the upper left of the slot indicates the positiou of the screw
for Super 16.

ET'I

Loosen the alien screw one turn; while looking at the monitor
move the screw within the slot in the appropriate direction until
the image of ille Seteell is centered. Mel wands, if die image is
not sharp, billow the direCOIOIS Oat 143 Installing the CCU
tient! to adjust focus.

E-1-4
-11

ET:Al

14.5

t7T1
E:7711
After 30 or so turns, the adjusting screw will reach its stop and
resistance will be felt. At this point, stop and rotate the adjusting
Screw one turn in the opposite direction to complete the adjustment, By backing the beamspliner off its stop, The centering of
the CO) target is maintained and the beamsplitter itself is less
,susceptive to residual sinIcks caused by a drop Or Slid&II kik

A Weedy is Pomaded. Vi. CCDS

ETA
Positioning the Beamspliner for vii Ito use - the adjusting screw
should be rotated counter-clockwise to move the glass in place.
Retracting the Beamsplitter for non-video use - the adjusting
screw should be rotated clockwise to move the glass out of viewing area.

No Image? Check the
hi amsedllter First.
poi is on, he kaftan a airing sill' no
Imagemew video assist manila'.1
'

ET-11

ETA
ETAI
E7:7-1
hr"Ti

&Ida doing anything drastic, double
check that lit homnspieloe Is la (AAA

1110 one simpio
ovoloosed.

which alma orlon

The Manual Iris

The VI(42 and V1(46 CCD assists feature an automatic gain. In
certain situations, however, Anther light control may he desited
(such as high contrast or strong boa-light CiretinislaiWee ). in
these instances, it is recommended lo employ the manual its
ICattue Of the XTRphts, which is located on the CCP head cover
on the battery side of the camera.

;

Under normal operation, this mechanical iris should be wide
01ww check that the iris indicator on the CCD cover is pointing
to the tat ge circle, indicating an open iris, lire VI612 milites a
black lever as an Iris indicator; the VR46 incorporates a silver
dial with a black dot. When further light control is necessary.
look at a Video mlii milor and 0 love the iris indicator towards the
small circle to the desired degree.

14.6 Battery Life with CCD Assist
The VR42 assist draws I80-200ma when powered. This translates into approx tonne ly 8 to 9 hours of operation (without the
XTRphis running) from one I 2V 1.8 all on-board battery.
Although battery life will vary greatly depending on the mamma
of film run and the number of accessories powered 110111 one

3B The Cement Body
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case, the beamplitter may be retracted. Remove the beantsplitter
access cap on the battery side of the camera and position the
beamsplitter by rotating the adjustment screw approximately 30
turns counter-clockwise until it reaches its stop. Back off the
stop one turn clockwise.
8- Locate two alien head screws on the CCD head (A) identified
by a red dot. Loosen the screws 1/2 a turn. While looking at the
monitor, gently move the CCD head until the viewing screen
image is in focus. Notice that this adjustment also affects image
rotation. When sharp and even focus is achieved and the image
is square to the monitor, tighten the two Screws,
7-- -w
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9 - If the CCD Image is centered in the monitor, your adjustment
is complete. However, if the image is off to one side, the beamsplitter axis adjustment needs to be reset. Follow the directions
under 14.4 The Beamsolltler Axis Adjustment to =enter the
image. Afterwards, loosen the two screws on the CCD head mid
refocus the optics.
10 - Locate the Iris rod on the CCD head (13) and move it by hand
to an upright position. Replace the CCD cover on the body; take
care to locate the iris control fork and position it around the iris
lever. Tighten the four screws to secure the cover in place.
Operate the manual iris lever and check that the CCD iris itself is
functioning by looking at the monitor. lithe brightness of the
image does not change, the iris rod may not he engaged in the
control fork. If this is the case, remove the CCD cover and
repeat the procedure.
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The Magazine

The straightforward design of the DX magazine aims for quick,
easy heading and an absolute gnhainpauag amount 4threading in
the dark. The film does not need to be coot in preparation for

4.1 Meg ID
Each DX magazine bears its own identification (ID) determined
by the combination of magnets in receivers located above the
drive wheel on the throat of the mug. This identification is used
by the camera to recall the remaining footage of a fling removed
from the body unfinished. The
XTRplus can differentiate three
magazines (A,B,C) via electronic
sensors located within the LCD
display and recall the memorized
footage for each. By comparison,
the more sophisticated display of
the XTRprod can identify seven
magazi net (A through G)

A

The chart to the right represents the
seven IDs which can be read by the
XTRidos and XTRprod cameras,
with the corresponding magnet in
receiver combination for each.
ID of Mega en
!CI Itplus vs r111prod
Ay mcollorsdAs glOpiod an
distinGolsk Iota magazines beau"
• season Can ISan km realm.113IN '
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The Magazine

loading.
5.1 Feed Side - in the Changing Bag

Care for your
Changing Hag
A clean and light-0(04 changing
tug Is the only 11N4 Sepataling your precious footage kerne veilable washout.
Bei0I8 using youf thanflinU bog Nth OY. ■
turn 41 Inside OW and shake II clean 01 did
and dams. Ills alsoasops Vacate to
periodically inspect its edges or holes and :1
110Id II up iii strong theld lo check
la any pin hate leaks.

- Place the film can antl the magazine, feed side up, in the Changing bag and zip closed.
- Disable the mechanical footage counter, located on the feed
door, by rotating contact LIslek wise until it locks in its recessed
position.
- Ilolaslcti the feed donor lock by Waling downward Mid Open the
feed door.
- Rensove the film front its can and bag.
- Oct the feed core holder, squeeze the cord lock Meelialli Sall on
either side with thumb and forefinger to release core lock.

4.2 Changing the ID of a
Magazine
The Mug ID of a particular magazine COO be easily changed by the
LIMN% Determine the magnetic
receiver(s) that need to be changed
according to the chart above.
Local.- the small silver spanner tool
baled on the coaxial roller in the
Feed side of the mug. Using this
tool, loosen and remove these
receiver(s). A spare receiver is
located at the base of the coaxial
roller. Install the appropriate
receivers as necessary. Remember
to change the letter decal on the
outside of the feed side door to
iaaittcli the IICW II). For spare
decals, contact your Aaton representative.

•
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; Loading

Mag Identification System

- Place die film on the feed spindle with its wind clockwise and
press the center of the core lock to lock the core in place.
- Thread 4" of film around the outside of the lower guide roller
nod through large coaxial roller emulsion out. Make sure that the
length of film feeds completely through to the take-up side.

- Magnet
- No Magnet

The Magazine
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5.4 Removing the Magazine
To remove the magazine, situate yourself as before, towards the
rear motor side of the camera. Grasp the magazine anywhere
which is comfortable at its rear. Place your hand above the
motor of the camera and push the mag release lever towards the
front of the body with your thumb. Pull II IC magazine straight off
the camera with your right hand.

The Aaton System , ':
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Handgrip-

The XTRplus body includes a wooden handgrip, short 1.5tutot
rods, rod coupler and 1.emo2 cable as standard. 'I he handl:rip,
which is designed to be used far comfortable hand held
operation, rim also be used to provide on/off control on the
battery side of the camera while on the tripod

2.1 Mounting the Handgrlp
Screw in one 15mm short rod into each of the two recepticles on
the front housing of the camera below the lens port. Slide the
coupler over the two rods to the desired location and fasten its
center wing nut to secure the rods in position. Attach the timidgrip to the coupler by mating tile star plate on the coupler to that
on the handgrip, adjusting to the desired position and fastening
the T screw of the handgrip. Connect the Leino2 cable between
the handgrip and camera body to add on/off capability to the
Windmill The Lemo2 connector is located on the battery side of
the camera at the front of the accessory box,

2.2 Handgdp

On/Off Functions

Both camera run and test functions are available front the handgrip. While hand-holding the camera, pressing the rocker switch
to the right provides camera run, pressing the switch to the left
provides test. Unlike the body switch. the camera test position of
the handgrip is a momentary switch. Pressing and holding the
switch opens the shutter and advances the mechanism 1/2 frame.
Pressing and immediately releasing this switch advances the
mechanism one full frame at a 1/4 see exposure time. This function allows the use of the handgrip as a simple intervalometer.

Tripod Use
In order to use the Xi Rphis on a standard tripod, the icipod's
quick IC case plate MUM be fastened to the underside of the
camera body with its standard 3/8-16 screw. Make sure to use
only a quick release plate screw provided by the manufacturer;
non-standard screws longer than Brunt (1/3") can fracture the
base casting and damage the camera's electronics.

i Shoulder Operation

4

features of the Argon system has
One of Mc most an
always been its comfort and ease of use in handheld situations.
The XTR hue does not require the use of shoulder braces or additional padding lOr handheld operation. The contour of the camera and magazine is designed to fit snugly around the oj i. i,dor's
shoulder. The wooden handgrip is attached to the front rod coupler at a slight angle to bring the operator's elbow into his side
and increase stability.
The system can be completely built off the 15turn front rods
witliont the use of a bridgeplate to allow for quick changing front
shoulder to tripod operating modes.

2.3 Handgrlp Adjustments
The handgrip rotation should be adjusted for maximum handheld
operating comfort. Loosen the T screw and rotate the handgrip itt
the star plate until a more comfortable position is found.
If a more extreme repositioning is required, whether it he kir reasons of collifori of clearance in =lain studio fig COliriguraiions,
this can be achieved with coupler extenders, spacers and intermediate arms which utilize the star plate system for adjustment.
Ask your agent for a configuration that meets your needs.
54 The Amon system
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powereable so that the on-board battery could be kept in a pocket
close to the warmth of your body.
When filming outdoors, use a standard or heated balmy to protect the camera body from direct contact with the wind and cold.
To avoid condensation inside the mechanism, electronics and
lens elements, do not take the equipment indoors or expose it to
sudden temperature changes. If and when the equipment must be
moved inside, do so by first placing it in a sealed container and
letting it thaw for a few hours before opening.
Always keep your raw stock and loaded magazines below freezing temperatures at all times during a cold weather shoot.
The XTRplus, as an option, can have its base equipped wills a
built-in electronic heating element, which is designed to automatically turn on when needed and maintain the claw nice hanisni at
a temperature of 15° F. Contact your Anton representative for
further information.

7.2 Warm Weather
To keep the temperature of the camera body down, avoid having
the camera exposed to direct sunlight for long periods of tittle by
using a barney, all-weather cover, or some form of shading, like
an umbrella.
Most importantly, keep raw stock and magazines in a dry cooler
or in the coolest location available.

7.3 Humid Conditions
Moist and humid climates are very often the cause for the erratic
behavior of any electronic equipment. In order to keep the camera performing normally, care should be taken in such conditions.
A threaded port on the battery side of the XTRplus front housing
can be lilted with a silica gel caplet, which will protect the most
sensitive area of the camera's electronics. Also, transport the
camera and other electronic devices in cases containing silica gel
pouches and store with the cases closed in the driest location
available any time the equipment is not being used.
SI The Mien System

3.2 Eyepiece
Clean the eye lens (A), which is the outermost element closest to
your eye, by first blowing the surface with canned air, then cleaning with lens fluid and a Q-tip. Remove the eyepiece and
the field lens (It), which is located on the inside of the eyepiece,
in the same fashion.
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30 turns clockwise. Double-check that the heamsplitter is fully
retracted, giving you access to the top surface of die screen.
With lens cleaner applied to a 6 inch wooden Q- tip, reach in and
gently clean this surface, making certain to angle the shaft of the
Q-tip as far from the edge of the beamsplitter as possible.
The beamsplitter is an extremely thin and fragile glass; any contact whatsoever will most likely break it. Therefore, if this viewing Neaten surface does not appear dirty or if yott do not have the
right tools, do not clean the dace in this fashion.
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3.3 Viewfinder
With the eyepiece off, look into the remaining viewfinder and
clean the exposed element of the pechan prism using canned air
the
or an air syringe. If dirt particles are still present,
viewfinder assembly from the camera by removing the four alien
screws that hold the base of the viewfinder to the front housing.
Clean the exposed element of the viewfinder.

remove

There is an alternative means of cleaning this surface which is a
bit time consunting, yet much safer and very effective. By
removing the CCD clover and head, as detailed in section 14.7
nu the CCU Ilend, there is direct access to the top of the
screen from the side. Because the beamsplitter sits well above
the top surface of the screen, there is no danger whatsoever of
contacting it.

111Stalli

3.4 Viewing Screen! Interior Surface
in a
The last surface to be cleaned also happens to be
most delicate area. With the viewfinder off, look into the top
cavity of the camera body and visually locate the top interior surface of the viewing screen.

located

If you shoot with the CCD assist, you will also notice that the
retractable beamsplitter will most likely be in place between your
eye and the viewing screen. If this is the case, remove the beamand retract
spl itter access cap on the battery side of the
the beamsplitter by rotating the adjustment screw approximately

Camera
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Super16
1.1 The Pony(
Super16 Is a means of utilizing the cost effectiveness of 16mm
film for wide-screen applicationt. The 1.66 aspect of Super16
uses 20% more of the film surface by extending the picture into
an area otherwise reserved for soundtrack or a second set of
perforations. Tins increase in usable area results in significant
improvements in image quality obtainable front 16nun film when
used for any wide-screen application.
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1.2 When to Shoot Super16
Generally speaking, Super16 can be a good choice of origination
in the following instances:
• Any low-budget, theatrical production shut in 16mm for blowup to 35min.
• Any documentary or film that has the potential for future use in
IIDTV or some other witlescrcen aspect.
• Any 16mm production that has a long shelf life or would like to
extend the shelf life of their film by making it wide-screen
ready.
• Any 16mm commercial, music video or such that will be shown
in the letterbox format.

General Concerns

S

H

On the other band, equipment that has not been designed with
Soper 16 in mind may cause rub, scratch or pressure marks within
the area once occupied by a second set of perk In order to be
sure that a certain device is compatible with SuperI6, it is always
best to check with the manufacturer or the facility responsible for
the equipment.

Swede Aspect

Standard II Aspect

all instances, whether it be in the camera, at the lab or on the
tclecine. The Anton XTR camera series, since its debut in 1984,
has been built for safe and trouble-free Super16 operation.

2

2.2 Maintaining High Quality
WIwn Super 16 is to be used for 35 blow-up, for future IIDTV
plliposes, or for ally other medium of greater resolution than
today's stinulard television, it is of utmost importance to use the
appropriate equipment and develop practices that will ensure the
high quality of your images. Slight imperfections, which very
often pass undetected on an NTSC or PAL screen, are greatly
magnified when viewed in a more demanding format.
The XTRplos, with a registration tolerance of 1/2000 of the
image dimension both laterally and horizontally, delivers the
most stable and exact imaging of any Ibmin camera available.
Your Super16 images, however, will only be as sharp as the lenses you use to capture those images. It is not enough to choose a
lens that merely covers the wider aspect of Super16; just as
important are the attributes of a lens such as sharpness, contrast
and zoom curve, which affect overall image quality. See the list
of recommended lenses for SuperI6 use, which follows.
The critical adjustment of camera and lens and their relationship
to one 1111011wr insures that the lens is achieving its optimum
focus point at precisely the same distance as to where the film
plane tics. With the stringent requirements of Super16, it is recommended that camera flange focal distance (FED) and lens back
focus he checked and precisely upheld by a qualified service

2.1 Protecting the Negative
Specific precautions should be taken with any piece of equipment
that handles the Super16 negative. The additional usable area of
the film must be free from contact with transportation surfaces in
Superb° it
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3.4 Exposure
When shooting Super16 for blow-up, avoid underexposure and
push-processing whenever possible, In fact, slight overexposure
of the negative will produce a blow-up with less grain and
increase color saturation and detail in shadowed areas. For best
results, it is recommended to overexpose the negative anywhere
from 1/3 to one stop, depending on the stuck and the desired
look.
When shooting Super16 for video transfer, slight overexposure is
recommended for the same reasons, but care must be taken.
Overexposed negatives on a telecine require a higher gain, which
increases video noise. The benefits of an overexposed negative,
however, outweigh ihe additional noise introduced if ihe overexposure is kept within one stop or less.

15 Camera Moves
If a Super16 film is to be viewed on a large screen, any camera
movement becomes intensified. Therefore, it is best to keep
camera moves subtle and handheld activity more controlled than
when shooting in 35mm.

Super16 Field Conversions

4.1 Before You Begin
Before attempting a field conversion, make sure you have the following tools on hand:
- small slotted screwdriver
- loupe - approximately 5x magnification.
- standard metric Allen L-wrench set - sizes delivered with
camera
1 - orange stick
- l'ott Alignment Tool - part /1(19-100-62 for Aaton Port,
#09-100-al far PL Port

—
L • There is an alternate means of aligning the port which does not
require the use of the Pod Alignment Toot See Step fora descripi
lion of both methods...

You'll also need the following equipment:
I • Baitery, preferably with XLR4 powercable
I - Zoom lens

4

Al1XTR cameras, including the XTRplus are capable of both
16min and Super16 operation. These cameras are designed to be
fiehl convenable; switchable between fiontats by the user in a few
simple steps. The fidlowing section offers detailed instructions
on this procedure.
• For easier identification, tlw Smter16 position of adjustments will be marked irith red dots, standard 16 position will be
unmarked.
• All references to alignment in these instructions tor made looking at the port of the camera from its front, unless otherwise
noted,

70 Supe00

The conversion should he performed on a clean workbench or
I:dile by on individual who is somewhat mechanically inclined.
The entire procedure should lake about 45 minutes..
Supiale fl
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Step 4 - Shifting the Lens Fort

- When both the viewing screen and aperture opening can he distinguished, check that the viewing screen image is properly
aligned to the aperture opening (indicated below in grey).

The lens port needs to be ti-set to the new optical center of the
shifted viewing screen and viewfinder.

For 16 centering, the left edge
of the 16 full frame dotted line
should meet the left edge of the
aperture opening.

- if the port cap is on, remove it. Remove the lens stop knob by
htosening the single slotted or alien screw which secures it to die
lens lock ring.

I.•11111M

For S16 centering, the entire
Super16 full frame should he
centered to the entire aperture
opening. —it--

The tolerance for this alignment is approximately the thickness of
a line of the screen. lithe viewing screen does not SCUD to he
aligned properly, loosen the viewing screen adjustment screw
and try moving the screen again.

Step 3 'Shifting the Viewfinder
The viewing optics i!f the camera need to be set to the new optical center of the shifted viewing screen.

Kr:

II
. , 6r.
' ginning the at.alo-n 11.e-nr. 1,

- Remove the lens lock ring by unscrewing it off the lens put
ring. Take a look at the lens port ring. Notice Mat there are three
alien head screws which lock the lens port ring to the lens holder,
each with an unoccupied hole alongside it. Also note Mat one of
each pair of holes will be marked with a red dot indicating
Super16 positioning.

11 ihil:hurt of Oaldieder,CLarneras ,
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- Remove the three alien screws and carefully lift off the lens
port ring and its accompanying shims and place on 1,
stirens (namely ite• LIP and XIR milts) will ,
lace with lice sl ' i lll side face up. Take note of the screw holes
• Nes only one eel re holes and wit not
..- mined In led. ln lids rase. tie flange
i from which the three screws have been removed. Also note an
token ol IS lens poll nag will two lo be I unoccupied hole alongside each.
totaled tot hi o'clock posIllon la proper .
. Supine alignment
,
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- Remove the viewfinder assembly front the camera by removing
the four alien screws and spacer that hold the base of the
viewfinder to the front housing. Take note of she side on which
the spacer has been removed. The spacer is used to fill the gap
that is created when shifting the viewfinder between formats.
Replace the viewfinder assembly accordingly:

' -Standard 16
1' shift viewfinder to the Left,
1 Install spacer on Right .1

).-•..

Super16

shift viewfinder to the Right '1
Install spacer on Left

- Secure the viewfinder by installing the spacer on the appropriate side and installing tile four screws loosely. After all four
screws are in place, tighten each screw until it is snug.
74 Swanle
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- Shift the lens port by refastening the leas goal ring igniting the
second set of screw holes in both the lens port ring and the lens
holder.

L11J
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- Select the zoom lens that will be used most frequently with the
earners; preferably the lens in your kit with the longest zoom
ratio. Mount the lens on the camera and tighten the lens lock
ring until the cutouts in the ring give full access to the three alien

EHZ
I
,t 4
_I
4
4
4

screws.

h-t
4

Step 6 - Realigning dm CCD Assist Target
The CCD assist owe& to be repositioned and refiwased so be
properly aligned to the new optical center.
- Fasten the CCI) assist to the Ca Dicta body by HICIHIS Of Ihece
alien screws. Attach a monitor and HNC cable and power the
camera and assist. If the monitor has an underscan mode, select
it. Because all other elements of the body have already been
converted, the CCD image should he soft and off to 011e side.

4
g-±-4

Cit

. - Look through the viewfinder and set the zoom of the lens to its
full telephoto position (the longest focal length). Focus the lens
on the target and reposition the camera body so that the center of
the viewing screen cross-hair exactly matches the center of the
target.
- Set the zoom to complete wide-angle position and notice that
the center of the target with relation to the viewing screen crosshair will track off in one direction. Without moving the camera
steady, reposition the lens and lens port ring until the target is
A Simple end
I centered. Using an alien L wrench, carefully tighten the three
Useful Rule
, screws enough to secure the lens port ring.
i
Always nmemberone stnele
aneyou should te oble templets the ' 1 - Set the zoom lens to telephoto position and check that the crosstmecenietteti 01 )%01-9119P9r1
remain centered. If this is not the case, reposition the body.
. .• In s*"
- „ es
enemies:
I loosen the screws slightly and repeat the above procedure. You
-lens it teleebele; fermelonthe Italy
i will find that, with each adjustment, you will come closer to the
- lens ii wide • egutIllon slept • .
I correct lens centering.
When the cross on the target matches and holds its center through
the entire zoom range, firmly secure the three screws. The target
cross should remain within the inside edges of the viewing screen

Lt 4

4

6-71-4
6-14

- Locate the beamsplitter axis adjustment, which is to the above /
right of the venom and consists of an alien screw within a slot.
Mae a red dot to the upper left of the slot indicating the position of the screw for Super lb. Loosen the alien screw I toe It;
while looking at tile monitor move the screw within the slot in
the approprate direction until the image of the screen is centered.

. .. —

tin-4
E-77-4
41
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Super16

Standard 16
i

move ellen screw Down ;
' 1'

t move ellen screw Up

- The resulting ('Cl) image, alter this adjustment, should now be
centered but slightly out of focus. Follow the next few steps to
refocus the CCD head.

cross-hair to be considered in tolerance through the range.
78 Superbe
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AntonCode, Aaton's proprietary in-camera timecode system, is
recorded in the XTRp/us on the edge of the Film between the
perforations in both matrix and man-readable form. As recorded
in the camera, AMonCode contains a six digit production ID, a
SMPTE-compatible real time address (full date and time), a
camera equipment ID and the running speed of the body.
Timecode is exposed onto the film by means of seven microdiodes, which flash rapidly to form the code as the film rolls
through the gate. The intensity of the diodes is adjusted to the
film's sensitivity by means of the camera's MA knob.
The XTRplus can accept timecode information in both ASCII
and sm VIE form, and work with all standard timecode devices.
Because the same time address is running in both the camera
and the sound recorder, a slate is no longer needed for syncing
purposes: synchronization becomes fully automatic during the
film/tape transfer or later post-production stage.
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An Anton device called KeyIlnk, which consists of CCD reader
heads and a PC, and which is owned by the telecine house, is
designed to read Keycode and Aatoncode off the film during
transfer and correlate this to the continuous video timecode and
all other colorist entries for storage on its hard drive. Keylink
can also ingest scene/take information and script notes from the
set recorded by means of Aaton's Script Supervisor software.
in VITC
The facility can then supply all correlated in
(vertical interval timecode) and/or burn-in windows on the transferred tape, and also on floppy disk for direct use with non-linear
editing systems, audio workstations and logging programs.

, The Internal Clock

•

21
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nal/acacia

keep time between hat wry changes. Keep in mind that a battery
which is too low to nut the camera has enough energy to (hive
the internal clock for hours. Oct into the habit of leaving du
exhausted battery on-board the cat ''et a until you have a fresh
battery close by. The supeicapaeitor allows a full minute for
battery replacement before timecode is lost.

OriginCplus
For the most efficient and foolproof means of working with
AttionCtule, it is highly recommended that an Anton device
called Orightepfits is used. OriginCp/us can be quickly
programmed with a Production ID, full date and time of day, then
input into timecode devices in either
ASCII or smvrE form. OriginCpbts
is l'CX0 controlled and will run for
150 hours with its internal 9V lithium
cell; it is designed to be left on during
the shoot day and used as a comparator to monitor timecode drift between
devices.
OriginCp/us can also be used as a

storm generator to supply accurate
timecode for slates and inserters, or to
record timecode on one audio channel
of a non.timecode audio recorder.

CT'S

Initializing-AatonCode in the Camera

The XTRphis contains an internal cluck designed to be initialized
from an outside source and keep accurate time (within a half a
frame) for 8 hours. The side disphty of the camera will flask
after seven and a half hours of running time to warn that a half
hour remains before re-initialization is necessary.
52

In order for the internal clock to operate, the XTRplus must be
powered before initialization. The camera is also equipped with
an in
charged supercapacitor buffer that is designed to

4

There are two trays in which AntonCode tan be initialized in the
XTRplus Calneta. The ['refined method Silly awaits of the
Origintplas, which inputs lin:erode in ASCII him Ills alsa

L.' 1

mionCode

13

- Follow the same procedure for each camera or sound recorder
on the set running AaiunCode.

5.2 Maintaining AatonCode without Originephis
If the OriginCpha has not been used and timecode has been set
in the XTRphis directly front the IC audio recorder, there is no
way to monitor timecode drift between the two devices. In this
case, it is recommended to simply re-jam the camera every two
to three hours. Follow the procedure detailed in section 4.2
Using an External SMIrtE Device

kg.:4
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6.2 Selling

the ASA

As an instant reminder, test position, with magazine off the
camera, will also display the current setting of the MA knob.
Make sure that the ISO rating of the loaded film matches what is
set on the ASA knob. The ASA knob is located to the tight of
the motor on the motor side.

6.3 Checking for Running Time
The yellow LED located to the right of the motor, will flash once
per second on the second when timecode is running in the
camera. Get into the habit of looking for this flash as an
addnimad peace of mind check. If more than one camera is
counting time on the set, check that all flashes occur

Make sure that the camera on/off is switched to test position to
tell the camera to accept the newly fed code.

Litr4
The Camera Assistant's Duties

6
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Although amecode-related practices on the set are very straightfolward and uncomplicated there are a few duties which should
be handled by the camera assistant as part of his/her routine.

6.1 Checking the Diodes
In order to inspect and clean the gate between magazine rolls, the
camera must be set to lest position. Not only will test position
rotate the shutter I 80°, but the seven timecode LEDs in the gate
will illuminate in sequence. Occasionally check that all diodes
are operational and are evenly illuminated. As part of the normal
gate cleaning procedure, clean this area with a Q-tip and lens
cleaning fluid to assure that no dust particles cover the LED
array.
The seven diodes will illuminate in test position whether Or not
timecode is running in the camera.

1.1 AntonCode

L:1-7, 4
k 41
Lz-11

! Recommended Film /Audio Selections

The fidlowing are recommendations Jar the audio antecede
resolving rates to use with specific filen speeds Under normal
operation. For less common situation's, (such as
g with
.1.11IC sound (IS a separate audio playback, filming lime mmaitors,
or resolving with audio from video recorders), consult your
Anton representative or your transfer facility for advice.

Desired Film.Speed1
:

Lc: 41

7

244 fpa'jkki
t ;2$.fps'

;4

Audio Selection
Smpte 30 non-drop

t 5

Smog 25

se

Smpte 3011011Jan)

t

Lc: 411
LT--141
L3411

30 fps.
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List of Specifications
Weight

_s..

6Kg / 131bs with 400 ft load and I2V on1

Power

10-14V, 600mA with film at 25°C I 77°P.

Temperature range -20°C / +4°P to +40°C! +104°P.

I

(-40°C w/ optional electronic heater)

.
_
Accessory inputs Ampli9 (video sync). Leino6 (power zoom),
Lemol4 (CCD assist), LemoS (SMPTE and

board battery.
•t

311

hd
L.7:4‘11

ELta

ASCII- RS232 time Input) and Lento2 (camera
on/oft).

+ Time recording

AatonCode; in-camera, at-the-gate matrix
recording of man-readable figures and
machine readable data. TCXO control for 1/2

Noise level ' t '
I image stability '

frame accuracy over 8 hours internal clock.

20 dI3 -I / +2. ,
Co-planar claw and lateral pressure. Wilkel

SMFIli and ASCII-RS232 In.

LciAl
Video assist

and lateral steadiness to 1/2000 of image
,
dimensions.

Black & white - low power (170mA) high
sensitivity, integrated CCD assist with manual
. Iris. PAL or NTSC formats,

I

Speeds

From 3 10 75 fps with Independent extental
speed control. 6, 12, 20, 24, 25, 29.97, 30,48,

-4-

50.60 75 fps preset sync speeds with I2V.

-a

Color - high sensitivity, flicker-free (framestore in NTSC), Integrated CCD assist with
timecode windows, video-generated adjustable
frame and Vita insenion. PAL or NTSC
formats.

i
Formats

16! Super16 operation. Pield-convenible -

1

quick centering of lens axis, viewing system

I

and CCD target between formats.

I Viewing screen,
i

Universal fiber optic conlaining 1.37, 1.78
(1W), 1.85 aspect ratios.

f
I Viewfinder

Interchangeable finders, Mastiff / Ang of view:

i

bellows short eyepiece -9,5 X /39°
extension eyepiece (20cm) -9.9 X / 41°

1

I Lens port
1
I . Shutter
' Lightmeter
I
DO

vecnnkal Socalealkme

, Magazine

Reflex minor - fixed 180°. •

loading, magnetic drive, no tins:code-related
. puns.

tz441
LCD display

ASA selection monitoring, battery voltage
-monitoring, remaining footage, short end reset,
mug ID, limeade readout.

ht=til
ED indicators

hyperlong eyepiece (40cm) -9.94 X 142°
Interchangeable hard fronts: Aaton universal
as standard. AssiPL and Punavision on option.

400 A, coaxial instant DX magazine, quick-

Display camera nan, camera lest position and
• low buttery,

End-of-film warning

z11-4
Et.4

Pre-end and end-of-film warnings via the
. 'lightmeter display visible through the

viewfinder.

Photo-measurement of reflected quantity of
light. 1/3 of a stop increments, 4 stop range,
Technical Spealicalions 11
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Australia

rta

Great Britain

LEMAC FILM

sria,

ICE FILM EQUIPMENT

277 Ilighett Street
Victoria 3121 RICI1MOND
Contact: John Bowring

Tel :61 3429 8588
Fax: 61 3428 3336

Tel : 44 71 739 4800
Fax: 44 71 729 2554

stti

Belgium
COLOR BY DFJONGIIE
Diskmoidekai 4
B 8500 KORTRUE
Contact: Dirk Dejonghe

he Robert Elliot Center
I Old Nichol Skeet
Shoreditch LONDON E2 71IR
C011iall; Peter Bryant

St1411
Tel : 32 56 350 710
Fax: 32 56 350 780

.1k1
Fie

Greece
Cl IASSAPIS
Olymhou Si 55
152 34 IIALANDRI

Tel : 30 1 6821 237
Fax: 30 1 6846 584

Contact: Soaves Chassapis

Brazil
Holland

I IAGA DE
Rua Sergipe 475 O. 612
Cep 01243-001 SAO PAULO
Cantata lingo Kowenski

Tel : 55 II 258 5752
Fax: 55 11 258 5752

Canada
OLE CANADA
3981 Bout St. Laurent
Mezzanine 2
112W I Y5 Montreal Quebec
Contact Danys Bruyere

HOLLAND EQUIPMENT

Enla
sti

ILIE Weilekelutehweg 49
1090 AK AMSTERDAM
Comaa: Nice Van Den Boogard

En: 4

Hong Kong

Tel : 31 206 943 575
Fax: 31 206 685 381

SALON FILM
Tel : 1 (514) 844-8555
Fax: 1 (514) 844-3777

Erall

Unit "C, 1/F Ryder Or
68 Sung Wong Tel Road
KOW LOON

Tel : 852 764 3123
Fax: 852 764 3149

Contact Pallid( U1111111

Germany
DEDO WEIGERT FILM

gij

Karl-Weinmair Strasse 10
Tel : 49 89 35616 01
8000 MUNCIIEN 40
Fax: 49 89 35660 86
Contact: Dedo St Jennifer Weigert

gil
14 WO/IthYde SUPPWI

India
CINTRONICS
S-2 Khira Industrial Estate Rd.
Sant:watt
4001154 \VEST BOMBAY
Contact: Prattiod Mind

Tel :91 22 6145 509
Fax: 91 22 4920 756
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